
Warning: this version has been completed with Google Translate , it 

certainly contains errors or inaccuracies. 

Data sheet - general: Aqua-green sapphire ( teal )  

Gemma - 

names 
 ( Italian - Teal sapphire 

( teal ) )   

( English - teal sapphire ) 

 ( French - Saphir bleu sarcelle ) 

 ( Spanish - Azulado green 

sapphire ) 

 ( Portuguese - Safira azul -

green) 

( Thai - ไพลนิ นา้ น phị li n n ̂ā n ) 

( German - Blaugrüner Saphir )    

( Arabic - مخضر أزرق زفير zafir ' 

azraq mukhdi ) 

 ( Russian - Бирюзовый сапфир 

Biryuzovyy sapfir )  

( Mandarin -青色 蓝宝石 

qī ngs is lá nb ǎ osh í )  

( Swahili - Yakuti yakuti ) 

( Hindi - चैती नीलम chaitee 

neelam 

photo  

 

    

Colors (GIA) The aqua-green sapphire is a unique and special 

variety of corundum that features two of the colors: 

deep ocean blue and vibrant green. Green sapphires 

rarely attain an eye-catching vividness, but the “ teal ” 

ones have created a market for themselves. Popularly, 

teal / teal is referred to as a mix of navy blue and 

green . However, this description is extremely 

subjective. One of the easiest ways to display this color 

is to type its HEX code, # 008080 , in any color palette 

system. 

Cause of 

Color 

the blue sapphire dyes are iron and titanium; a small iron content results in yellow and 

green tones. 

Allochromatic Gem 

Classification Mineral class 

Oxides 

Species - Mineral group 
Corundum - hematite 

Variety 
Aqua-green sapphire 

Optical 

properties 

Specific 

Gravity: 

3.95 to 4.10 
common 4.00 

RI: 1,768-1,772 

or 1,760–1,763 

Polariscope : DR  

Double refraction: 0.008 - 

0.010 

Characte

r optical 

Negative 

uniaxial 

Pleochroism 
Dichroic: blue-green 

/ blue 

Luster (luster) - luster of the fracture 

Sub-adamantine, vitreous - vitreous, pearly (along 

the twin planes) 

Dispersion (fire) 

 0.018 

Light Fluorescence 
SWUV : inert 

LWUV : inert 

Phosphorescence 

No 

Form Crystalline dress 

Prisms or hexagonal plates, 

rhombohedrons 
Melting point: 2,030–2,050 ° C 

Phenomenal optical 

effects 
Catitude, asterism 

Slight color change 

Crystalline system 
Trigonal 

Scalenohedral 

hexagonal 

Crystal class 

Chemical 

formula 

Aluminum oxide 

 

Al 2 O 3 (+ Cr) 

Spectrometer image 

 
The spectrum varies according to the element 

content and relative color intensity 
 

Fracture 

 

Flaking 

No real flaking plan 

Breaking- Parting  

Baseline (infrequent) 

Fracture 
Concoidal, chipped 

Durability Hardness (Mohs); Absolute 

9; 400 
Toughness 

Fragile 
Stability (heat, light, chemicals) 

Stable 



Clarity - 

characteristics 

Typical inclusions: Small 

rods and tubes, 

repeatedly twinning to 

form feathers (growth 

lines), in addition, 

Fingerprints, cavities, color 

zones, twin planes, halo / 

discoid fractures, "fire 

marks" (small wavy cracks, 

approximately parallel , often visible at or near the edges of natural or synthetic 

corundum veneers), including crystals (calcite, boehmite, mica, spinel, apatite, 

garnet, pyrochlor, uranium, hematite, pyrite, zircon, calcite, rutile and spinel) 

dots and clouds, liquid inclusions, negative crystals, biphasic inclusions, silk / rutile 

needles (along planes parallel to the hexagonal prism at 60 ° and 120 °).    

Type II 
Normally included 

Transparency (commercial) - transparency 

From transparent to opaque 

Deposits -

types of rocks 

Sex teal sapphires are found in regions related to basalt. 

Characteristics of 

rough stones 
Rubies like to grow in a flat, hexagonal (sometimes bipyramidal) shape. If the uncut gem 

exhibits this natural growth characteristic, along with parts of the host rock (marble or 

alkaline basalt) still attached, it is very likely that it is a true sapphire . Rubies are also very 

heavy for their size. Nature almost never uniforms anything, especially precious stones. 

Most of them form in a superheated slurry of various elements that make oddly shaped 

inclusions and roughness very common. Rubies can also appear in places like Sri Lanka 

as water-worn pebbles, making identification from the crystal's original shape nearly 

impossible. Although they have been altered and broken over time, they can appear 

superficial even in this form. Unfortunately, only first-hand experience and general 

training can help definitively identify the gem at this point. Thankfully, there are other 

ways to control gemstones. 

Main deposits The main source of teal sapphires is not one of the traditional sapphire producers like 

Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Kashmir or Thailand. It's Australia. 

Main deposits: Myanmar / Burma ( Mohnymania ) / Myitkyina District-Kachin State, Pyin-

Oo-Lwin (Mogok) District-Mandalay Region, Momeik Township / Loilen District / Mu Se 

District-Shan State), Sri Lanka ( Elahera District - Central Province, Polonnaruwa District - 

North Central Province, Sabaragamuwa Province , Colombo District - Western Province), 

Australia ( Barrington Tops / Tumbarumba / Inverell / Mudgee - NSW, Central Highlands 

Region - Queensland , Alpine County / Cardinia Shire / East Gippsland County), Thailand 

( Chantabury Province , Bo Rai District- Trat Province ). 

Minor deposits: Madagascar, Ethiopia and Mambilla in Nigeria. Montana (United States). 

Geological age : from 3 billion to 20 million years 

Year of 

discovery 

Ancient, date unknown . Certainly from the first centuries before the Christian Era.  

History In 1930 , Aloys John Maerz and Morris Rea Paul published the Dictionary of Color , which 

included a color table from a teal sample dated 1917 . As a result, this became widely 

known as a distinctive color. Previously, sometimes referred to by the term " teal ", it 

referred to the common teal, also known as the Eurasian duck, which has a 

characteristic bluish green stripe around the eyes. When sapphires with distinctively dark 

cyan undertones were discovered, the name "teal sapphires" became an obvious 

choice. 

In the United States, the popularity of the teal color exploded in the 1990s , especially in 

the world of sports, as many as 13 teams including the MLB, NBA, NFL and NHL opted to 

include this color in their uniform. 

Montana parts sapphire was the first to be isolated and classified differently from teal / 

teal sapphire, which can show mixtures of green, blue, yellow and gray rather than 

zones. The Montana parts sapphires are known for their dramatic colors. 

Name : The word sapphire comes from the Greek σά πφειρος ( sàppheiros ). Then he 

moved on to the Latin sapphirus , correlated with the Hebrew sapir and with the ancient 

Indian शनननिय ( zanipriya , in which the 'z' must be read as sc- of shawl), which means ' 

dear / sacred to Shani ' , (the planet Saturn). Shani , the male deity connected to the 



homonymous planet is characterized by a dark skin, armed with a stick, ax and trident, 

represented astride a crow. For this very reason, zanipriya is supposed to be a dark 

colored gemstone. 

Shani is connected नील ( nīla , which means, among other things, ' dark blue' ), the divinity 

opposite him and possibly his mate: after she dissolved in him, putting her immense 

power at his service, Shani rewarded her ensuring it is known as the ' Nīla gem ', the blue 

sapphire (which also appears on Shani 's crown ). 

Other trade names: teal sapphire , blue-green, sirena / mermaid , Montana , parti / 

partition 
Variety : Mermaid sapphires are a subset of teal-green sapphires that have a specific 

color ratio of 50% blue and 50% green. 

Property 

attributed 

Teal sapphires combine the calming depth of blue with the renewing energy of green. 

These beautiful gems can also symbolize open channels of communication and clarity 

of thought . All these associations can make these gems a wonderful representation of 

a bridge between two souls . 

Planet: mercury (green) / venus (blue) 

Month: September Zodiac sign: cancer (green) / virgo (blue) 

Chakra: throat 

Treatments Traditional sapphire heating is a widely used method and is an accepted enhancement 

process that can improve the transparency and color of stones. It is also used to 

accentuate the beauty of blue-green stones. The techniques range from the simple 

throwing of gems into the fire to be cooked, to the use of sophisticated electric or gas 

ovens at specific pressures and atmospheric conditions. The treatment is permanent and 

the heated stones do not require special care. 

Like other corundums, “ teal ” can also be filled with glass. 

Synthetic 

counterpart 

There are two types of methods for artificially creating sapphires (including blue-green 

ones): the melting process, which involves melting aluminum oxide in a drop of sapphire 

at a high temperature, and the solution process, which causes crystals to grow. of 

sapphire in a liquid. 

It can be 

confused with 

Some gem aficionados compare teal sapphire to similarly colored paraíba 

tourmaline or so-called lagoon tourmaline from Afghanistan. Paraíba 

tourmalines also have a distinctive blue-green color which has been referred to 

as "neon blue". However, on inspection, even if their color is more open, it is 

evident that paraíba tourmalines are less saturated than teal sapphires. This 

means they have a light intensity, not the dark, creamy intensity of teal 

sapphires. 

Some imitations are made with cobalt blue glass doublets with a garnet crown 

or a green sapphire crown and a synthetic blue sapphire pavilion. Lately, 

doublets have appeared using 2 small natural sapphires. 
Indicative 

gemological tests 
All gemological tests are required for a better separation of the stone. 

Value (2021) High : 10,000+ $ / ct 

3 carat + 

Medium: 450-1600 $ / ct 

1-3 carats 

Low: $ 100-300 / ct 

below the carat 

Typical cut The cut of the gem determines how blue and green a teal sapphire will show, so it is 

extremely important. The facets can cut the teal sapphires into different shapes, the 

most popular, to accentuate the chromatic side, are those with round or oval 

diamonds . They allow the best possible movement of light within the stone to display 

both shades equally and brightly. A poor cut will darken the tone of the stone and thus 

lose its lighter shades. A recent increase in global demand for patterned and uniquely 

shaped sapphires has inspired facetors to experiment with different cuts and shapes for 

teal sapphires. 

Famous stones There are still no very famous stones of this type. 

Record stones / 

 

    


